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What is a robot? 
 Problem solving device, environment reacting machine, man-made automaton, artificial life…? 
 

The word "robot" comes from Czech, meaning "forced worker" or 

"slave."  It was first used in the 1920 play "Rossum's Universal 

Robots" written by Karel and Josef Čapek.  In the play, artificial 

people are made to work for humans, but the robots are being 

mistreated.  Eventually, the robots have enough, and rebel against 

their masters. 

This play actually became the first science fiction program on 

television in 1935. 

 

The term "Robotics" was created by the writer Isaac 

Asimov.  He made the famous “Three laws” in 1942: 

1. A robot may not harm a human being or, through 

inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. 

2. A robot must obey a human being, except where 

such orders would conflict with the First Law. 

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as 

such protection does not conflict with the First or Second 

Law. 

Describe a robot 
Robots have sensors (sight, hearing, touch, buttons, time…), different types of movement/actions 

(hydraulic, servo motors, muscle wires, propellers, speech…), power sources (batteries, power lines, 

solar…), and intelligence (reactions, if/then/else, timing...). 

Robots are in every day places, all around us.  They come in a wide variety of purposes, materials, sizes, 

inputs, and shapes (industrial, railroad crossings, grocery cart anti-theft, drones, medical, space, 

humanoid, toys...).  Can you name a few?

 

First radio-controlled wireless vehicle (boat), 1898, 

by Nikola Tesla 

 

Mechanical Knight, 1495, by Leonardo da Vinci

http://www.news.com.au/technology/gallery-e6frflwi-1225869299404?page=2
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d9/Capek_RUR.jpg
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SAFETY 

 "Voltage hurts, Amperage kills" 

If you rub your socks on carpet and touch a doorknob, you get a static shock.  The shock is 

actually 10,000 to over 100,000 Volts!  However, it is less than 10 microamps, or .00001 Amps.  

A pacemaker, which helps control and restarts someone’s heart, only uses 30 milliamps, or .03 

Amps.  The power outlets in your house can support up to several hundred Amps of power. 

Electricity is fun; getting hurt is not. 

 Can get HOT, burn or fire hazard 

You can’t always tell if something is hot just by looking at 

it.  Don’t just grab parts if they are plugged in. 

If you see smoke, don't breathe it in. 

 Sharp stuff, dangerous chemicals, DO NOT EAT 

Many parts are fragile, and can break apart.  Some parts are toxic, containing lead or other 

chemicals.  Wash your hands before eating, and don’t put unknown components where they 

don’t belong. 

Solderless Breadboards 
“Solder” refers to melted metal that connect parts together permanently.  Without using solder, you 

need some sort of device that can hold wires securely and connect them electrically. 

A “breadboard” is like an electronic canvas used to build circuits on.  The solderless breadboards we are 

using have metal tweezer-like grips in each hole, and each line of holes is connected in a specific way.  

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=sWxwFl_Q5dR6fM&tbnid=LZod2_SBypEPUM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://vermontmakers.org/arduino/zapppp-a-vermont-makers-high-voltage-meetup/&ei=Sok8UsDbF8qmiQLapYCACQ&bvm=bv.52434380,d.cGE&psig=AFQjCNG4bqnL8RL-Y12OXWtT-NyL0naZ4A&ust=1379785374277024
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=mlSYdYd4TFzIBM&tbnid=bhs3n5PFCLDD8M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://learn.adafruit.com/lesson-0-getting-started/breadboard&ei=Z6A8UtOoIYGziQLk_oCoBA&bvm=bv.52434380,d.cGE&psig=AFQjCNHmiYYnWh4u60_f3Ssg7btNzdztcA&ust=1379791319548212
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Diodes 
 Diode=1 way street 

A diode protects circuits by ensuring electricity goes the right way.  Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) glow 

when given electricity.  The electrons lose energy which is released as photons, which we see as light. 

The color of the light is a direct result of the energy gap in the semiconductor of the diode. This means 

that LEDs produce a spectrum of colors easily and brightly while using very little electricity to do so.  

    

Resistors 
Resistor=speed limit 

Resistors are used to produce heat, as in an electric toaster or furnace; to produce light, as in an 

incandescent light bulb; to regulate the electric power 

entering a device, as in a light dimmer or radio volume 

control; and to set voltages within an electric circuit. 

The resistors used in heating and lighting applications are 

almost exclusively metallic. Such materials as platinum, 

tungsten, and Nichrome (an alloy of nickel, iron, and 

chromium) are commonly used. A wire-wound resistor 

consists of a coil of wire made of Nichrome or a similar 

material wound on a ceramic core and covered with a 

protective ceramic material. 

There are several types of resistors used in electronic circuits. 

A carbon resistor is made of carbon mixed with a binding 

material such as clay and molded into a cylinder. A film-type resistor is made of a thin film of carbon, 

metal, or metal oxide on a ceramic base. Resistors in integrated circuits typically consist of a thin layer of 

semiconductor material or a thin metallic film. 

Resistors may be either fixed or variable. Variable resistors having two terminals are called rheostats; 

those having three terminals are called potentiometers. 
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Voltage, Resistance, Amperage (Ohm's Law) 
Ohm’s Law states that Electric Charge (Volts) equals Current (Amps) times Resistance (Ohms), V=IR. 

So, what does this all mean? 

Volts 

Volts are the difference in electrical charge between two points in a circuit.  They can 

also be used to describe the rate at which energy is drawn from a source. 

 

 “Voltaic Pile” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1800, Alessandro Volta, inventor of possibly the first chemical battery. 

Amperes 

Amperes or “Amps” are the base unit of electrical current.  They are represented in equations by the 

letter “I”. This is because the French word "intensité" was originally used instead of Ampere to refer to 

the amount of electrical current. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1820, French mathematician André-Marie Ampère, the “Father of Electromagnetism”    

Ampère Table 

This is a model of the apparatus constructed by Ampere for his 

experiments on the relationship between magnetic fields and 

electric current. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Voltaic_pile.svg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/54/VoltaBattery.JPG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Volta_A.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ampere_Andre_1825.jpg
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Ohms 

An Ohm measures the electrical resistance difference between two points where one volt and produces 

a current of one ampere. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Die Galvanische Kette, Mathematisch Bearbeitet,” 
 meaning 

 1827, Georg Ohm, German physicist  “The Galvanic Circuit Investigated Mathematically” 

 

Math 

Using Ohm's Law, we can figure out what size resistor to use.  Most LEDs are rated for 20 

mA (milliamps), or 0.02 Amps.  Additionally, LEDs turn electricity to light and heat, 

causing voltage to "drop." 

Since we’re using a 6 volt power source, our “drop” gives us 2.6 to 4.1 volts to work with. 

Using Ohm’s Law: 

Volts = Amps * Ohms or Ohms = Volts / Amps or Amps = Volts / Ohms 

4.1 Volts / 0.02 Amps = 205 Ohms or 2.6 Volts / 0.02 Amps = 130 Ohms 

So, for red LEDs, we need at least 205 Ohm resistors, and for blue or white LEDS we need at least 130 Ohm 

resistors. 

The resistors we are using today are 220 Ohms and 440 Ohms.  Which is brighter? 

4.1 Volts / 220 Ohms = 0.019 Amps, or 19 mA or 4.1 Volts / 440 Ohms = 0.09 Amps, or 9 mA 

2.6 Volts / 220 Ohms = 0.012 Amps, or 12 mA or 2.6 Volts / 440 Ohms = 0.06 Amps, or 6 mA 

As we increase the resistance, the electrons slow down.  As you can see, more Ohms mean less light. 

How else might you use a resistor to slow down electricity? 

 

Next Lesson: Photoresistors (Light Detection) 

Typical voltage drop: 

Red, 1.9 volts 

Orange/Yellow, 2 volts 

Green, 2.1 volts 

Blue/White, 3.4 volts 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Georg_Simon_Ohm3.jpg
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